
 Guitar Week is one of the finest programs of its kind in the world, staffed by some of the best players and instructors available. We have been awarded 
both the Bronze Medal and Silver Medal Player’s Choice Award for Music Camps by the readers of Acoustic Guitar magazine, and several of our instructors 
including Al Petteway, Mike Dowling and Clive Carroll were included in the list of Top Ten Guitar Camp Instructors in the magazine’s February issue. This 
high standard of quality is what keeps guitarists from across the globe coming back year after year.
 We feature classes in all acoustic guitar disciplines at all levels. This year in particular, we have made an extra effort to have something for everyone at 
every class period. We’ll have classes in blues, slide guitar, bluegrass, Celtic, Hawaiian, and jazz, flatpicking and fingerpicking as well as song accompaniment, 
singing and beginning ukulele. We are happy to welcome back some of our all-time favorite instructors from years past including Preston Reed, Adam Rafferty, 
David Jacobs-Strain, Tony McManus, Bill Cooley, Mike Dowling and Toby Walker, along with newcomers Tim May and Russ Barenburg, two of the most well-
respected flatpickers in the world. Veterans Al Petteway, Robin Bullock, Patrick Landeza, Scott Ainslie and Sean McGowan will be back, and two of our newest 
favorites, Clive Carroll and Jamie Stillway will bring their eclectic tastes and expertise to the Gathering once again. Our beginning level classes are designed to 
accommodate those students who aren’t quite ready for the intermediate-to-advanced levels, but we’ll still have plenty of choices for more advanced players, so 
please read the descriptions carefully before you decide where you belong – we want everyone to get the most out of their week. For the majority of our classes 
it is recommended that students play at an intermediate level: students should have mastered beginning skills, be able to tune their instruments, keep time, play 
scales cleanly, and know how to play a few tunes with confidence. For those who want some extra group practice time, Scott and Al will host an after-lunch song 
swap in the Pavilion where folks can learn and play along with easy songs. This is always loads of fun. One of the country’s top repairmen, Randy Hughes, will 
be available for consultations throughout the week. Our legendary Luthiers Exhibit will feature amazing guitars from a selection of the world’s most respected 
builders including John Slobod, Michael Bashkin, John Kinnaird and Tyler Robbins as well as a selection of instruments from the inventory of the renowned 
guitar boutique, Dream Guitars. Guitar Week runs concurrently with Contemporary Folk Week, and students may take classes from either program.

CLIVE CARROLL
Guitar phenomenon Clive Carroll’s masterful compositions, 
coupled with his versatility and unparalleled technical virtuosity, 
have rendered him one of today’s most admired and respected 
guitarists. He earned a 1st Class Honours Degree in Composition 
and Guitar from the famed Trinity College of Music in London, 
all the while balancing his classical work with forays into the world 
of the steel-string guitar. A chance meeting with the late John 
Renbourn changed the course of Clive’s musical career and the 

two toured the U.K. and North America together, with Renbourn encouraging Clive to 
release his first solo album in 2000. Since then, he has gone from strength to strength, 
touring solo around the world and alongside lauded guitarist Tommy Emmanuel. Clive 
has also composed music for major films and has been awarded an array of awards and 
accolades, such as inclusion in Total Guitar magazine’s “Top 10 Acoustic Guitarists of 
All Time”. Clive’s newest CD, The Furthest Tree, is already being hailed as some of his 
finest work to date.  www.clivecarroll.co.uk

DAVID JACOBS-STRAIN
David Jacobs-Strain is a virtuosic slide guitar player and a story-
teller who brilliantly brings the rich roots of slide guitar to the 
millennial generation with an eclectic styling that melds blues, 
folk, rock and indie pop into a tasty Americana brew inflected 
with accents of funk and reggae. He’s a six-foot-two Jewish 
blues singer from Oregon, a Stanford drop-out in a trucker 
hat, and a Left Coast poet; one part Leo Kottke, one part 
Ken Kesey, and one part Robert Johnson. He’s recorded seven 

albums, including his latest, Live From the Left Coast, a collaboration with harmonica 
legend Bob Beach. David has performed at the Newport Folk Festival, MerleFest, the 
Strawberry Music Festival, the Montreal International Jazz Fest, and toured with artists 
as diverse as Lucinda Williams, Etta James, Bob Weir, and Boz Scaggs. He also performs 
with his amplified string band, The Crunk Mountain Boys.  www.davidjacobs-strain.com

ROBIN BULLOCK
(See bio in Celtic Week, page 12)

PRESTON REED
Preston Reed is “widely thought of as the world’s most 
gifted guitarist” writes Total Guitar. A ground-breaking 
innovator, Reed revolutionized the way the acoustic 
guitar is played with his integrated percussive style, 
influencing players such as Andy McKee and Jon Gomm 
and directly teaching many including Kaki King and Ed 
Sheeran. He has inspired generations of musicians and 
enchanted audiences the world over. His long teaching 
experience over the decades ranges from his own week-
long workshops in Scotland, to masterclasses at colleges 

and performing arts schools such as Berklee College of Music. His 1994 instructional 
video, The Guitar Of Preston Reed: Expanding The Realm Of Acoustic Playing con-
tinues to set today’s and tomorrow’s top players on the path to developing their own 
musical voices on the instrument. “Spectacular… the best one-man show this reviewer 
has seen since Bruce Springsteen… A terrific performer” – The Irish Independent.   
www.prestonreed.com

ADAM RAFFERTY
Adam Rafferty plays solo fingerstyle guitar versions of songs 
ranging from the Great American Songbook, The Beatles, Stevie 
Wonder, Michael Jackson and Chick Corea as well as his own 
original compositions. His guitar videos on YouTube have got-
ten over 17 million views. He’s played at concerts and festivals 
worldwide in the USA, Austria, Germany, Italy, Singapore, 
Serbia, Russia, Thailand, Kazakhstan, Scotland, and Bermuda. 
Not only does Adam tour extensively but he is a dedicated 

guitar teacher. He has published five instructional DVDs, two books and is currently 
busy with his own online guitar school. Check out his website & online guitar school 
at adamrafferty.com and studywithadam.com

TIM MAY
(See bio in Traditional Song Week, page 5)
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BILL COOLEY
“In what is surely one of the longest and musically richest 
partnerships in Nashville, Bill Cooley has been playing guitar 
in Kathy Mattea’s band for 25 years.” So wrote the dean of 
Nashville’s music critics, Robert K. Oermann, 3 years ago. As 
Kathy and Bill start their 28th year together, they are out on 
the road with the Acoustic Living Room Tour: just the two of 
them onstage, playing new songs they worked up at their regu-
lar thursday afternoon rehearsals, as well as her classic hits and 

requests. Meanwhile, Bill released his fourth solo CD, In Search of Home, which made 
the Editor’s List for Best Music of 2016 in Premier Guitar magazine. Andy Ellis wrote: 
“With impeccable technique, he drapes precisely articulated melodies over inventive 
bass lines and gorgeous counterpoint...if you’ve been craving inspiring fingerstyle guitar 
work, you’ll find it here.” As a composer and arranger, Cooley is every bit as talented, 
offering strong melodies and thoughtful arrangements that toss up small surprises to 
keep the ear engaged. Originally from Santa Barbara, CA, he moved to Nashville in 
1985. A dozen years later he was called “one of Nashville’s most respected sidemen” by 
Guitar Player magazine. In addition to his work with Kathy Mattea, he has toured and 
recorded with Merle Haggard, Reba McEntire, Alan Jackson and Hal Ketchum. As a 
writer, his songs have been recorded by Kathy and Reba, among others. As an arranger, 
Bill played an important role on Kathy’s last five albums: Joy for Christmas Day, Right 
Out of Nowhere, Coal, Calling Me Home and a new one, slated for release in 2018. Bill 
has also taught privately for years, and has led workshops at Berklee School of Music 
and North House Folk School, among others.  www.billcooleymusic.com

TOBY WALKER
Toby Walker has been hailed as an internationally-
acclaimed roots music fingerstyle guitar wizard who 
has toured the US, England, Wales, France, Germany, 
Belgium and Holland. He has been featured in the New 
York Times, the London Sunday Times, the London BBC, 
Sirius-XM radio and was the 1st Place recipient of the 
International Blues Challenge Award (Solo division) 
awarded by the Blues Foundation in Memphis TN. 
Walker blends the styles of blues, ragtime, country, blue-

grass, rock and old time jazz into his own unique style. Jorma Kaukonen of Hot Tuna and 
the Jefferson Airplane says “Flat out... you have to hear this great musician... I’m blown 
away,” and Jorma has employed Walker to teach at his famous Fur Peace Ranch Guitar 
Camp for six years. In 2010, Walker won the NY Music Award for ‘Best Instrumental 
CD,’ sharing honors with other winners Mariah Carey, Rufus Wainwright Judy Collins 
and more, and is a member of the NY Blues Hall Of Fame. Walker has recently released 
three instructional guitar DVD’s for Homespun Tapes to rave reviews, and his latest 
CD, What You See Is What You Get, has been hailed as a shining success in the genre 
of traditional blues recordings. Carnegie Hall acknowledged his talents by hiring him 
to augment and teach in their “American Roots” program aimed at honor-level middle 
school students. His passion for blues, rags, folk, and other traditional American music 
drove him to leave an apartment crammed full of recordings, books and instruments 
for the Mississippi Delta, Virginia and the Carolinas where he tracked down some of 
the more obscure but immensely talented music makers of an earlier era. He learned 
directly from Eugene Powell, James “Son” Thomas, Etta Baker, and R.L Burnside, among 
others.  www.littletobywalker.com 

SEAN McGOWAN
Sean McGowan is a fingerstyle jazz guitarist who combines 
many diverse musical influences with unconventional 
techniques to create a broad palette of textures within his 
compositions and arrangements for solo guitar. His first 
recording, River Coffee, won the Best Independent Release 
of the Year Award (2002) from Acoustic Guitar magazine 
and music from the recording has been published in Japan’s 

Acoustic Guitar magazine and Mel Bay’s Master Anthology of Fingerstyle Guitar, Vol. 
3. His subsequent recordings, Indigo, and Sphere: the Music of Thelonious Monk offer 
compelling portraits of jazz standards performed on solo electric archtop guitar. Sphere 
was named one of Acoustic Guitar magazine’s “Essential Albums of 2011”, and Sean 
was featured on the Summer 2012 cover of Fingerstyle 360 magazine. Recent record-
ings include Thanksgiving & Christmas Tidings, a collection of seasonal hymns and 
carols arranged for solo guitar, and My Fair Lady, a collection of songs from Lerner 
& Loewe’s masterpiece. As a soloist, Sean has performed at several festivals including 
the Novi Sad International Jazz Festival in Serbia, the Healdsburg Guitar Festival in 
Napa Valley, Copper Mountain Guitar Town, the Newport Guitar Festival, and the 
Chet Atkins CAAS Convention. He has also collaborated with several dance and 
improv companies, as well as with jazz and acoustic musicians throughout the Rocky 
Mountain region. Sean is an avid arts educator and currently serves as an Associate 
Professor of Music and the Guitar Program Director at the University of Colorado, 
Denver. He earned a DMA in Guitar Performance from the University of Southern 
California in Los Angeles and conducts workshops at colleges throughout the country. 
As a strong advocate for injury prevention and health education for musicians, his 
workshops incorporate a holistic approach to playing. He is also a contributing editor 
and educational advisor for Acoustic Guitar magazine, and the author of the Stringletter 
book/DVD instructional projects, The Acoustic Jazz Guitarist, Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar 
Essentials and Holiday Songs for Fingerstyle, as well as Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar Survival 
Guide and Walking Bass & Comping for Jazz Guitar, both available at TrueFire.com.   
www.seanmcgowanguitar.com

MIKE DOWLING
From bottleneck blues to classic swing, Mike Dowling is 
versatile, masterful, and difficult to pigeonhole. When the 
late, great Vassar Clements heard him play guitar back in 
1975 he did the sensible thing. He hired him. Mike was the 
guitarist in Vassar’s first touring band and Clements called 
him simply, “One of the finest guitarists there is, anywhere.” 
Before embarking on a solo performance and teaching career, 
Mike also worked and recorded with mandolinist Jethro 
Burns and jazz great Joe Venuti. Since 1996, Mike has made 

his home in northwestern Wyoming where he and his wife started Wind River Guitar 
and began to host students who travel from around the world for the opportunity to 
study with Mike. His instructional material is available from Homespun Tapes and 
Acoustic Music Resource. Mike is an authorized ambassador for National Reso-phonic 
Guitars and shares a Grammy with ten of his fingerpicking peers for their solo acoustic 
arrangements of Henry Mancini tunes.  www.mikedowling.com

AL PETTEWAY
Our Guitar Week Coordinator, Al Petteway is a recipient 
of The Swannanoa Gathering’s Master Music Maker Award 
and is a Grammy and Indie Award-winning guitarist who 
has performed, toured and recorded with many of acoustic 
music’s best-known artists including Jethro Burns, Peter 
Rowan, Jonathan Edwards, Tom Paxton, Debi Smith, Cheryl 
Wheeler, Bonnie Rideout, Maggie Sansone and many more. 
In addition, he was an on-call backup and session musician 

in the Washington, D.C. area for many years. Al’s compositions and arrangements for 
acoustic fingerstyle guitar are strongly influenced by his love of Celtic, Appalachian, 
folk, and blues styles. His music is featured on dozens of CDs and on the soundtracks 
of documentaries by filmmaker Ken Burns, most notably the Emmy-winning PBS series, 
The National Parks-America’s Best Idea. Al was voted one of the “Top Fifty Acoustic 
Guitarists of All Time” by the readers of Acoustic Guitar magazine where he also won 
Silver and Bronze medals for Celtic and Fingerstyle guitar in the magazine’s Player’s 
Choice Awards. In 2018, Acoustic Guitar’s readers included Al as one of the “top-rated 
guitar camp instructors.” To date, Al has released eleven solo albums and nine duo 
albums with his wife Amy White.  www.alandamy.com



PATRICK LANDEZA
When Patrick Landeza became the first mainland-based artist 
to win the Nã Hōkū Hanohano award in 2013, he told the 
audience that “being born and raised on the mainland never 
made me any less Hawaiian.” Having initially learned slack-key 
from family, Landeza later apprenticed with slack-key legend 
Raymond Kāne and was mentored by slack-key masters Cyril 
Pahinui, George Kuo, and Dennis Kamakahi. Landeza has 
taught slack-key in classes and music camps nationwide, as 
well as having lessons published in Acoustic Guitar magazine. 

He authored a children’s book, Danny’s Hawaiian Journey, and has partnered with 
Kala Ukulele to provide cultural education through ukulele lessons in grade school 
classes. Patrick’s efforts and enthusiasm have not gone unrecognized. Aside from the 
Nā Hōkū Hanohano award, he also became the youngest recipient of the Kapalakiko 
Aloha Spirit award at the age of 34. In 2011, he won the Hawaiian Music Award, and 
in 2012 he shared his music and aloha spirit with an audience at Carnegie Hall. In 
2017, Patrick will be releasing his latest slack-key offering Ho`oman`o (to remember) 
along with his book, From the Island of Berkeley, CA and ending the year with his film 
documentary entitled Aloha Everywhere: The Story of Patrick Landeza, telling the story 
of his journey and discovery of cultural identity through slack-key guitar and Hawaiian 
music. Patrick also has a successful clothing line called “Aloha Everywhere,” a fruit jam 
company, Kanikapila Jams, and a jewelry line, Patrick Landeza Designs’ hand crafted 
earrings and bracelets. Patrick is in his 19th year in education and teaches at Moreau 
Catholic High School in Hayward, CA.  www.patricklandeza.com

JAMIE STILLWAY
Since moving to Portland, Oregon in 2002, Jamie Stillway has 
quietly been making her mark in the world of fingerstyle guitar. 
She has become an in-demand instructor, having taught at the 
Healdsburg Guitar Festival, California Coast Music Camp, 
Puget Sound Guitar Workshop, and Peghead Nation’s online 
course, Advanced Fingerstyle Workshop. Stillway has toured 
nationally and internationally, and is an endorsing artist for 
Stevens Guitars of Munich, the Santa Cruz Guitar Company, 

and Shubb capos. She has self-released 3 albums of original compositions, the most recent 
of which is a collection of solo pieces recorded live in the studio. Jazz Times magazine 
notes, “Mixing up genres without pretension, the nimble Stillway moves freely with wit 
and creative restlessness.” Additionally, a transcription of one of Stillway’s compositions 
was recently published in Acoustic Guitar, and she has also become a contributing author 
for the magazine. “One of the best fingerstyle guitarists around today.” – Fretboard 
Journal.  www.jamiestillway.com

RUSS BARENBERG
Grammy-nominated acoustic guitarist and composer Russ 
Barenberg is known for his melodic playing, beautiful tone 
and memorable instrumental compositions. Long at the cre-
ative forefront of the acoustic music scene, he has collaborated 
with many of its finest artists, including Alison Krauss, James 
Taylor, Jerry Douglas, Edgar Meyer, Bela Fleck, Emmy Lou 
Harris, Maura O’Connell, Jesse Winchester and Tim O’Brien. 

Russ’s most recent album, When At Last, earned Russ a Grammy nomination for Best 
Country Instrumental Performance and was nominated for the International Bluegrass 
Music Association’s Instrumental Album of the Year. Russ has also recorded with legend-
ary jazz bassist Charlie Haden and with actor and Grammy-winning banjo player, Steve 
Martin. His playing has graced numerous film soundtracks, most notably Ken Burns’ 
documentary, The Civil War, and the 2010 release, Get Low, starring Robert Duvall and 
Bill Murray. Since 1995, he has been a member of the house band as well as a featured 
performer on the acclaimed BBC television programs, The Transatlantic Sessions, which 
feature collaborative performances by top musicians from America and the British Isles.   
www.russbarenberg.com

SCOTT AINSLIE
Scott Ainslie is a traditional acoustic blues singer, guitarist, 
historian and songwriter with personal roots in the Civil 
Rights era and a longstanding affection for cross-cultural 
exchange. A musician all his life, Ainslie took up guitar 
after hearing Virginia bluesman John Jackson play a couple 
of songs in the middle of one of Mike Seeger’s concerts in 
Alexandria, VA in 1967. A Phi Beta Kappa and honors 
graduate of Washington & Lee University, Ainslie also 

studied with elder musicians on both sides of the color line in the old-time southern 
Appalachian fiddle and banjo traditions, as well as with black gospel and blues musicians. 
He transcribed, wrote and published a book on Delta Blues legend Robert Johnson, 
Robert Johnson/At The Crossroads (Hal Leonard, 1992), and has an instructional DVD 
on Johnson’s guitar work, Robert Johnson’s Guitar Techniques (Hal Leonard, 1997) and 
in 2014 released his sixth solo CD, The Last Shot Got Him. Ainslie maintains an active 
recording, performing, and teaching schedule that carries him around the country, 
to Canada, and to Europe. He has received numerous awards and grants for his work 
documenting and presenting traditional music, including grants from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the Folklife Section of the North Carolina Arts Council. 
www.cattailmusic.com

TONY McMANUS
To find a unique voice on so ubiquitous an instrument 
as the acoustic guitar is quite an achievement: to do so 
within a centuries-old idiom where the instrument has no 
real history is truly remarkable. In little over ten years as 
a professional musician, Tony McManus has come to be 
recognized throughout the world as a leading guitarist in 
Celtic music. In Tony’s hands the complex ornamentation 
normally associated with fiddles and pipes are accurately 
transferred to guitar in a way that preserves the integrity 
and emotional impact of the music. His 2002 recording, 

Ceol More, was Acoustic Guitar’s “Critic’s Album of the Year” and named “Album of the 
Year” by the Live Ireland Awards. He is a regular performer at the Chet Atkins Festival in 
Nashville, and has appeared at guitar festivals in Soave and Pescantina, Italy; Frankston, 
Australia; Issoudun, France; Kirkmichael, Scotland; Bath and Kent, England; Bochum 
and Osnabrueck, Germany and five of Steve Kaufman’s Acoustic Kamps in Maryville, 
TN. Born in Scotland with strong Irish roots, he now lives in Canada and travels the 
world performing in numerous combinations, including intimate solo performances 
and various duos with friends Alain Genty, Bruce Molsky, and Alasdair Fraser, to the 
quartet, Men of Steel, with fellow guitarists Dan Crary, Beppe Gambetta and Don 
Ross.  www.tonymcmanus.com
 

RANDY HUGHES
Randy Hughes has earned a reputation throughout the 
southeast as the kind of instrument repairman to whom you 
could entrust your priceless vintage guitar without a second 
thought. A superb luthier with a thriving repair business, 
Randy first came to Guitar Week in 2001 to inspect and adjust 
students’ instruments and share his vast store of maintenance 
tips. He is also an exceptional guitarist and taught fingerstyle 

jazz at the Gathering for two years. Randy will be here after lunch several days during 
the week to examine and evaluate the playing condition of participants’ instruments.   
www.randyhughesguitars.com

GREG RUBY
(See bio in Fiddle Week, page 44)
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PARAMOUNT BLUES (Toby Walker)
Back in the late-twenties the genius of Blind Blake and Blind Lemon Jef-
ferson put the Paramount record label on the map. I’ll teach you their songs 
which contain exciting and uplifting techniques that will bring your playing 
to a new level! You’ll be swinging and bouncing in no time! This class is for 
players that already have intermediate fingerpicking skills – keeping a bass 
line going while playing melodies on top.

WOMEN IN THE BLUES (Toby Walker)
Men weren’t the only ones that played masterful fingerpicking guitar. 
Elizabeth Cotton, Memphis Minnie, and Etta Baker – the latter of whom 
I personally studied with – made their mark in this genre as well. We’ll have 
a ball playing their songs as we take an in-depth look into their wonderful 
styles. This class is for players that already have intermediate fingerpicking 
skills – keeping a bass line going while playing melodies on top.

SLIDING INTO SLIDE GUITAR (Toby Walker)
If you’ve always wanted to learn the soulful style of slide guitar in a quick 
and fun way, then I think you’ll love this course for intermediate players. 
You’ll learn fundamentals like good tone, vibrato, and the ‘rubber sound,’ 
and apply these to songs by Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, and others. Both 
flatpickers and fingerpickers are welcome.

DADGAD JAM (Al Petteway)
From the beginning of my guitar playing life, I have been really into jam-
ming for the pure joy of just improvising and trading licks over a groove. In 
this class we will concentrate on learning some grooves and riffs that can be 
played over simple chord patterns for extended jamming, but in DADGAD 
tuning. Jamming is one of the things I’ve enjoyed most and on acoustic gui-
tar, using a lower tuning makes it easier to stretch and pop strings like you 
might on an electric. Flatpickers and fingerstylists of all levels are welcome 
although the fingerstyle players will be able to jam by themselves more easily. 
There will be something for everyone to do at his or her own level in order 
to participate in jamming with others. Be prepared to have too much fun.

MUSIC THEORY & EAR TRAINING  
FOR GUITARISTS (Russ Barenberg)
Learn the basics of scale and chord construction and how you can use 
this knowledge at any level to expand your perception of music and of the 
fingerboard. We will combine this knowledge with ear training in a way 
that helps you learn melodies faster and find them on the guitar. This work 
will also help you better understand what you already play. The idea is to 
eventually merge three things into a kind of second nature musical ability 
– the sound of the note(s); the knowledge of what’s going on theoretically; 
and the mechanics of what it looks like on the fingerboard. We’ll also work 
on hearing chord changes and on how scales and note choices relate to chord 
changes. And I’ll give you an organized way to learn the fingerboard so that 
wherever you are on it, you will know your surroundings.

INTERMEDIATE FLATPICKING A (Russ Barenberg)
For students who have played rhythm guitar and some tunes or solos. We’ll 
learn tunes to build repertoire and expand technique while focusing on the 
most important fundamentals of playing and practicing so that you can 
make everything you play sound better.

ADVANCED FLATPICKING A (Russ Barenberg)
For students with more extensive experience with flatpicking. Improve the 
way you practice. Listen more closely to your playing. Pay more attention to 
the most important fundamentals, and use common sense problem-solving 
to guide you to better technique, better sound and deeper musicality. We’ll 
learn some great tunes and take some time for individual coaching. We’ll 
also work on discovering your own ideas and growing strong and coherent 
solos using simple embellishments to the melody.

BEGINNING FLATPICKING (Tim May)
For students who can make some basic chords (e.g. G, C, D); it’s not required 
that you move quickly between one chord and the other. We’ll look at basic 
right- and left-hand techniques and put it to use in actual songs. You’ll learn 
some simple rhythms and how to play alternating bass and easy bass runs.
We’ll do pretty much everything by ear but some handouts will be provided.

INTERMEDIATE FLATPICKING B (Tim May)
For students with some experience playing simple solos. We’ll look at tools 
for creating solos and improvising: cross picking, harmonized scales, folded 
scales, neighbor notes. We’ll look at how some of our flatpicking heroes did 
things (Doc Watson, Norman Blake, Tony Rice and others) and we’ll steal 
some of their ideas. We’ll do most everything by ear but some handouts 
will be provided.

ADVANCED FLATPICKING B (Tim May)
For students with experience playing solos who want to explore ways of be-
ing more creative. We’ll look at building musical vocabulary and putting 
it to use in real-life situations: minor and major blues, open and closed 
positions, arpeggio and scale exercises closed and open, up the neck. How to 
improvise over the circle of fifths and changes with no obvious ‘key center’, 
targeting chord tones and more! We’ll do most everything by ear but some 
handouts will be provided.

BEGINNING SLACK-KEY GUITAR (Patrick Landeza)
This class for the beginner focuses on technique and how to develop the 
slack-key sound. We will work on the open-G tuning (Taro Patch Tuning) 
and touch on slack-key scales, vamps and licks, which will lead to a song, (or 
two!) If you have limited guitar skills, that’s fine, you will be in a comfortable 
environment that will make it easy for you to learn the basics.

BEGINNING UKULELE 
& HAWAIIAN SONGS (Patrick Landeza)
This class is for those who want to learn basic chords, strums and melodies. 
We’ll be also learning Hawaiian songs and melodies to compliment your 
ukulele playing. Taught with plenty of aloha, this class will definitely help 
add to your private or public performance repertoire!

COMPOSING & ARRANGING (Clive Carroll)
In this class we will study a selection of pieces in-depth to discover how and 
why they work. We will look into the various compositional devices which 
can help turn melodic/harmonic ideas into full-length songs and each player 
will be guided through the process of writing their own piece. Clive will also 
introduce the class to the art of arranging for solo guitar. The group will then 
work together to create an arrangement of a popular melody. All course 
materials will be provided at the start of each session.


(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)



ENGLISH RENAISSANCE  
MUSIC FOR GUITAR (Clive Carroll)
This class will be loosely centred around two of the most influential musi-
cians in the Elizabethan era: John Dowland (1563-1626) and William 
Byrd (c.1540-1623). The striking melodies and beautiful compositional 
phrasing of both composers translates well to the guitar and the class will 
learn a piece by each artist. The class will also explore lute tuning, additional 
ornamentation, and stylistic improvisation. All transcriptions will be made 
accessible through the use of modern tablature.

ADVANCED GUITAR WORKSHOP (Clive Carroll)
Three contrasting pieces will be sent to each player in advance. They will be 
in sheet music/TAB form and will include a jazz/blues number, a contem-
porary piece and a South American classic. You do not have to learn these 
pieces from memory but it would be useful to have a few play-throughs and 
to familiarize yourself with the music by listening to versions on YouTube, 
for example. Aspects of each piece may lead to discussion about various 
techniques and exercises.

MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT (Scott Ainslie)
John S. Hurt developed his ragtime, blues, and popular-song-influenced 
guitar style in the early years of the 20th Century. He recorded in 1928 in 
Memphis and in New York City. When the market crash came in 1929, the 
recording industry went down as well, taking Hurt’s recording career with 
it. The greater nation didn’t hear from him again until 1963 when he was 
‘re-discovered’ in the folk revival. He died in 1966, having transformed it 
with his gentle kindness, beguiling manner, and deceptively simple-sounding 
guitar style. This class for intermediate/advanced players will explore Hurt 
tunes in keys he commonly played in with a focus on developing a strong and 
steady right hand as we play steady alternating bass on the low strings while 
beginning to integrate melodic picking on the treble strings. A familiarity 
with fingerpicking is necessary for this class. (If you only play with a flat pick, 
put it in your pocket and play with your fingers until July…). And listen to 
his work. Get that sound in your ears.

SINGING THE BLUES (Scott Ainslie)
Blues Techniques for Non-Blues Singers. African-American singers brought a 
wide palette of vocal sounds to the job of singing a song. From my perspective, 
as a white blues singer, what I hear are techniques we commonly use to express 
emotion in speech being applied to the delivery of a song. This participatory 
class will outline and coach you in these techniques and explore their ap-
plication in the context of songs you already sing, with the aim of bringing 
out the emotion of the lines. This is a workshop class: bring a couple of songs 
you already play, sing, and care about and we’ll experiment together with 
the lyrics, using these techniques to develop new ‘readings’ of the lines with 
an eye to creating a wider range and contrast of emotions in the listeners. 
They need not be (and in some ways, I’d prefer that they weren’t) blues songs. 

BASIC SLIDE TECHNIQUES (Scott Ainslie)
We’ll begin in standard tuning, and, taking one string at a time, develop five 
new hand skills. We’ll look at all the muting techniques necessary to make 
the music work without the harmonic support of open tunings. Then, having 
established the basics, we’ll move to several different open tunings. When 
we’re done, you’ll understand and possess the keys to the kingdom of slide 
guitar. Hand and guitar posture, controlled slide movement, getting a decent 
tone and developing several types of vibrato will all be covered as we proceed 
through slide in several major and modal open tunings and take a look at solo 

and ensemble slide playing in standard tuning as well. Even if you currently 
play some slide guitar, this review and fine-tuning of basics will be useful. 
The music of Muddy Waters, David Honeyboy Edwards, Robert Johnson 
and Mississippi John Hurt will be featured. Bring a slide that fits snugly 
on your little finger. For notes on choosing a slide for acoustic instruments, 
please see: http://cattailmusic.com/ForGuitarPlayers/choosing-a-slide.htm

SWING GUITAR WORKSHOP (Mike Dowling)
Swing’s the thing and rhythm’s where it’s at. Starting with solid four-to-the-
bar rhythm techniques and jump-style syncopations, Mike teaches the basics 
of playing 10th chords, chord substitutions, and his own unique chord ‘code’ 
for the classic swing repertoire. Mike likes to treat this class like a big swing 
guitar band with a solid rhythm section holding down the beat for more 
adventuresome students learning to solo over changes. There will be lots of 
playing in class with no stressing allowed. This class is for intermediate to 
advanced students who feel ready to play “up the neck”. Tab reading will be 
helpful. Audio recorders encouraged, no video cameras, please.

BOTTLENECK BLUES & BEYOND (Mike Dowling)
This class will explore bottleneck guitar styles in open G and D tunings. 
The emphasis will be on tone and technique for creating slide ideas based 
on time-honored songs from artists like Fred McDowell and Tampa Red as 
well as tunes from Mike’s own bag of original compositions. With a toolbox 
full of slide tips using fretted chord forms, turnarounds, and crisp right hand 
techniques, students will learn how to use the slide to add expression, color 
and texture to their playing. Students should be able to play an alternationg 
bass fingerpicking pattern. Handouts provided, audio recorders welcome, 
no video cameras please.

RIFFS, RAGS & BOOGIES (Mike Dowling)
From the Delmore Brothers’ infectious boogies through Louis Jordan’s jump 
style grooves, Mike uses tunes from the blues, swing, and ragtime songbag to 
highlight techniques that will sharpen your ears, tighten your timing, and 
broaden your playing horizons. You’ll learn new syncopations and chord 
progressions which will lay the foundation for improvisation. Lots of playing 
in class, but Mike says be warned because you just might up some practical 
music theory along the way. Suitable for both flatpickers and fingerstylists. 
Handouts provided, audio recorders encouraged; no video cameras please.

JAZZ GUITAR IMPROV (Sean McGowan)
This intermediate/advanced class will offer a wide variety of strategies for 
engineering and improvising solos in jazz, pop, and blues contexts. We’ll look 
at pentatonic substitution devices, chromatic approaches, and ‘shape-shifting’ 
to deepen our knowledge of harmony and the fretboard.

WALK THE PLANK (Sean McGowan)
Walking Bass & Comping for Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar. This intermediate/
advanced class will explore an exciting and fundamental technique in 
chamber jazz and for solo guitar. No bassist on the gig? No problem! We 
will learn how to construct basslines in swing, jazz waltz, and straight 8th 
settings, as well as adding chord hits on top in the style of jazz pianists. We’ll 
also discuss playing with singers, accompaniment techniques, reharmoniza-
tion, improvising intros, and more.
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Guitar Week, July 22-28, 2018
7:30-
8:30                                                                   Breakfast

 9:00-
10:15

Beginning 
Slack Key 

Guitar 
(Landeza)

Alternating 
Bass 

Fingerpicking 
(Reed)

Intermediate 
Flatpicking A 
(Barenberg)

Raggin’ 
It Up 

the Neck 
(Stillway)

Jazz Guitar
Improv 

(McGowan)

Singing 
 the 

Blues 
(Ainslie)

Bottleneck 
Blues & 
Beyond

(Dowling)

DADGAD 
Jam 

(Petteway)

English 
Renaissance 

Music for Guitar 
(Carroll)

Beginning 
Celtic 
Guitar 

(McManus)

Celtic 
Flatpicking A 

(Bullock)

Beatles 
Arrangements 
for Solo Guitar

(Rafferty)

10:15-
10:45                                                             Coffee/Tea Break

 10:45-
12:00

Beg. Ukulele 
& Hawaiian 

Songs
(Landeza)

Acoustic 
Grateful 

Dead
(Bullock)

Intermediate 
Flatpicking B 

(May)

Celtic 
Fingerstyle 
Guitar B 

(McManus)

Basic Slide 
Technique 
(Ainslie)

Women in 
the Blues 
(Walker)

Improve 
Your 

Groove
(Rafferty)

Walk the 
Plank 

(McGowan)

Hot Jazz 
Guitar 
Basics 
(Ruby)

Accompanying 
a Singer 
(Cooley)

Swing 
Guitar 

Workshop 
(Dowling)

Intro to Music 
Recording & 
Production 

(Jacobs-Strain)

11:30-
1:00                                                                     Lunch

1:00-
2:15                    Guitar Maintenance & Repair, Luthier’s Exhibit, Daily Jam Session

2:15-
3:30

Beginning 
Flatpicking 

(May)

Sliding Into 
Slide Guitar

(Walker)

Celtic 
Flatpicking B 
(McManus)

Composing 
& Arranging 

(Carroll)

Mississippi 
John Hurt
(Ainslie)

Swing & Hot 
Jazz Rhythm 

Guitar
(Ruby)

Jazzing 
Up Your 

Blues 
(Rafferty)

Beyond the 
Blues 

(Jacobs-
Strain)

Intro to 
Percussive 

Guitar
(Reed)

Advanced 
Flatpicking A 
(Barenberg)

The Joy 
of Finger-
picking

(Stillway)

Chord 
Construction 
& Application 

(Cooley)

3:45-
5:00

Advanced 
Flatpicking B 

(May)

Paramount 
Blues 

(Walker)

Writing Music 
on Acoustic 

Guitar
(Reed)

Jazz Guitar 
Technique 

(McGowan)

Lead Guitar- 
Django Style 

(Ruby)

The Well-
Tempered 
Guitarist 
(Stillway)

 Slide Guitar 
101 

(Jacobs-Strain)

Advanced 
Fingerstyle 

Guitar 
Workshop 
(Carroll)

Exploring 
Open 

Tunings 
(Cooley)

Music Theory 
& Ear Training 
for Guitarists 
(Barenberg)

Riffs, 
Rags & 
Boogies 

(Dowling)

Celtic 
Fingerstyle 
Guitar A 
(Bullock)

5:00-
6:30                                                                     Supper

7:30-?                                    Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)
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JAZZ GUITAR TECHNIQUE (Sean McGowan)
In this class for intermediate/advanced players, we’ll take a look at and 
work through some standard techniques of jazz guitar. These will include 
various styles of picking (alternate, directional, hybrid, ‘Benson”), using 
octaves and block chords, fingerstyle and thumb techniques, plus exercises 
for developing facility with the fretting hand in multiple positions. Handouts 
will include a number of technical exercises and excerpts from transcriptions 
of recorded masterworks.

ALTERNATING-BASS FINGERPICKING (Preston Reed)
This class for intermediates will cover using the thumb and fingers as separate 
voices, achieving a smooth sound, creating new rhythms and incorporat-
ing alternating-bass fingerpicking with other techniques in compositions.

WRITING MUSIC  
ON ACOUSTIC GUITAR (Preston Reed)
This advanced class takes an open-minded, multi-style approach to composi-
tion. We’ll cover tactics for overcoming writer’s block and creative plateaus, 
and writing your own music – and practicing it – as a powerful, organic 
way to progress technically and ultimately find your own sound. Students 
will be encouraged to compose their own piece during the week and perform 
it for the class.

INTRO TO PERCUSSIVE GUITAR (Preston Reed)
This intermediate/advanced class will approach the acoustic guitar as an 
orchestra, a rock band, a jazz ensemble etc., with the two hands as separate 
voices. We’ll cover drum and percussive sounds and techniques; how to 
incorporate a percussive groove in your playing; using integrated percussive 
playing as accompaniment for vocals; how to practice for maximum benefit 
and how to avoid injury.

JAZZING UP YOUR BLUES (Adam Rafferty)
In this class for intermediates, Adam will show you how to make your blues 
playing sound jazzier. You’ll learn some easy jazz licks to toss into your solos, 
some jazz “transition chords,” and walking bass lines to add new color and 
flavor to your blues and blues-based songs. We’ll have plenty of handouts 
but please bring pencils, and blank music paper.

BEATLES ARRANGEMENTS  
FOR SOLO GUITAR (Adam Rafferty)
In this class for beginning/intermediate players, Adam will show you some 
of his well-known solo guitar arrangements for Beatles songs. You’ll play 
them in class as a guitar mini-orchestra so you can see how the arrangements 
are constructed with bass, melody and accompaniment. We’ll then work on 
assembling the parts onto a single guitar note by note.



IMPROVE YOUR GROOVE (Adam Rafferty)
In this class for all levels, you will learn the ‘inner workings’ of how to groove. 
You’ll learn an African rhythm pattern that will re-program your system, 
and then become part of any music you make, on any instrument or with 
your voice. We’ll also study some guitar basics, easy theory, technique and 
Q & A. This class will have lots of hands-on playing, and will be a fun way 
to acquire new knowledge.

CHORD CONSTRUCTION & APPLICATION (Bill Cooley)
In this intermediate-level class we’ll learn how to build chords (instead of 
just memorizing a bunch of ’em) and analyze them in the context of songs. 
We’ll learn basic formulas for major, minor and seventh chords and their 
extensions, and learn to embellish songs through the use of chord substitution 
and different inversions. We will also study distinctive chord progressions 
and look at how they are put to use in a variety of songs. Handouts including 
chord charts and diagrams will be supplied.

EXPLORING OPEN TUNINGS (Bill Cooley)
This intermediate-level class will be a study of Open C, Open G and Open D 
tunings, the advantages of each, their similarities and differences, and how 
to apply each tuning to solo pieces, accompaniment and slide playing. This 
class will explore the unique sounds and possibilities you can achieve with 
alternate tunings. We’ll start by simply dropping the low E to D, and progress 
from there. Chord diagrams will be available to help map out some basic 
voicings and songs written in TAB will be used to illustrate this approach.

ACCOMPANYING A SINGER (Bill Cooley)
This class is all about how to back up a vocalist. And it just so happens the 
vocalist I’ve been backing up for the past 28 years, Kathy Mattea, will be 
on campus this week! So, she’ll be joining me to demonstrate the interplay 
between singer and sideman. We’ll talk about how to listen and support each 
other without stepping on one another, go through the process of choosing 
songs and building arrangements, and how we navigate dynamics, tempo 
and feel. We’ll discuss our approach on stage and in the studio and answer 
your questions.

RAGGIN’ IT UP THE NECK ( Jamie Stillway)
If you’ve got some basic fingerpicking patterns up your sleeve and can keep a 
steady rhythm, you’re prepared for this intermediate/advanced class. We’ll 
discuss the importance of thumb/finger independence, and how to start play-
ing chords up the neck and understanding the fretboard in ways you never 
imagined possible. We’ll also spend one day dabbling in an open tuning, to 
show you that it’s really not as intimidating as you may have once thought. 
By the end of the week, you’ll have learned some easy classics in the ragtime 
guitar genre, and some of Jamie’s original tunes. Tablature will be provided.

THE WELL-TEMPERED GUITARIST ( Jamie Stillway)
One of the questions many students like to ask is, “how do you practice?” 
Often, aspiring guitarists have ideas of how and what they want to play, but 
often lack the patience to get there. This class for all levels will be a journey 
through the vast terrain of practicing, and will provide you with many tips 
to keep you motivated and focused when you sit down to play. We’ll talk basic 
ideas for including improvising during practice, ways to enhance your ac-
companiment styles, mindful practice techniques, and last but not least, ways 
to develop a meaningful relationship with your metronome. Fingerpickers, 
flatpickers, and questions are welcome.

THE JOY OF FINGERPICKING ( Jamie Stillway)
Are you tired of looking for that flatpick you dropped on the floor? Despite 
what you may have heard, fingerpicking is nothing to be afraid of, and 
you can play many styles of music with just a few simple patterns and basic 
understanding of rhythm. If you know the majority of your first-position 
chords and often find yourself tiring of the same old strum pattern, this class 
is for you! We’ll discuss the what, why, and how of fingerpicking. You’ll learn 
basic arpeggio patterns that can be applied to several styles of music, ways 
to weave simple melodies into your picking, and the fundamentals of Travis 
picking. Tablature will be provided.

ACOUSTIC GRATEFUL DEAD (Robin Bullock)
The Grateful Dead, the rock band synonymous with the ’60s hippie culture 
and one of the top-grossing live acts of all time, started out as a jug band 
and never lost touch with their traditional-music roots. American folk 
archetypes sprang up constantly in their original songs, even at their most 
electric and psychedelic; they covered a vast amount of folk, bluegrass and 
country material, and recorded several albums featuring acoustic guitars 
predominantly or entirely. This intermediate-level class will examine a 
wide range of the Dead’s material, particularly the songs of Jerry Garcia 
and Robert Hunter, and explore possible acoustic guitar interpretations of 
it. We’ll also have a look at Garcia’s free-flying lead guitar work and Bob 
Weir’s innovative rhythm style, and listen to some of their lesser-known 
acoustic recordings. Tie-dyed t-shirts optional.

CELTIC FINGERSTYLE GUITAR A (Robin Bullock)
This intermediate-and-up class will explore the world of possibilities pre-
sented by traditional Irish, Scottish and Breton repertoire arranged for solo 
fingerstyle guitar. Some tablature will be offered, but students will also create 
their own individual settings of airs, jigs, reels and the 18th-century harp 
music of Turlough O’Carolan, sharing arrangement ideas in an informal, 
hands-on environment. Alternate tunings such as DADGAD, “Canine” 
tuning (CGCGCD) and “Werewolf ” tuning (CGDGAD) will be used 
extensively to open up the instrument’s full sonic potential. A good time will 
be had by all. An audio recorder is recommended.

CELTIC FLATPICKING A (Robin Bullock)
This intermediate-level class will explore the art of flatpicking - a technique 
more commonly associated with bluegrass and related American genres - and 
apply it to the vast wealth of great tunes from the Irish, Scottish and Breton 
traditions. We’ll take an organic approach to the music, liberating ourselves 
from dependence on tablature to instead develop the empowering skills of 
picking up tunes by ear on the fly. We’ll discuss technique, lift, ornamenta-
tion, and other facets of making Celtic tunes sound authentic on guitar. 
Most of all, we’ll share some cool tunes and do lots of playing together. An 
audio recorder is recommended.

HOT JAZZ GUITAR BASICS (Greg Ruby)
The hot jazz guitar pioneered by Django Reinhardt and the Quintet of the 
Hot Club of France is fun and accessible. This hands-on class is intended for 
either a beginning guitar player or a player new to playing jazz, swing or 
Django style guitar. Using repertoire common to the genre, you will learn 
the basics of chord voicings, strumming styles, pick technique, and melody 
articulation. Plan to be jamming with the class by the week’s end.
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SpcEvn
(Note: There is no advance registration necessary for the following events.)

GUITAR MAINTENANCE & REPAIR (Randy Hughes)
Come have your instrument checked out and pick up a few ‘care & feeding’ tips.

LUTHIERS EXHIBIT
Throughout the week we will have several of the finest luthiers in America on 
hand displaying their instruments, including guitars by Michael Bashkin, 
www.bashkinguitars.com, John Slobod, www.circaguitars.com, and, new 
this year, Tyler Robbins, www.robbinsacoustics.com and John Kinnaird, 
www.kinnairdguitars.com as well as a display of some of the amazing inven-
tory from Dream Guitars, www.dreamguitars.com, an award-winning local 
shop specializing in the world’s finest high-end instruments.

DAILY JAM SESSION (various)
Each day, after lunch, Al Petteway and Scott Ainslie will lead the playing 
of common, easy songs at a tempo slow enough for folks to learn the tunes 
as they play.

THE GUITAR WEEK LUAU
A Friday tradition continues! Come experience a real Hawaiian luau catered 
by our own slack-key master Patrick Landeza!

SWING & HOT JAZZ RHYTHM GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
This class will expand your understanding of rhythm guitar by focusing on 
the essential elements that drive a “Hot Club” jazz ensemble. Using repertoire 
common to the genre, participants learn ‘la pompe,’ ‘four to the bar,’ ‘samba,’ 
‘bossa,’ and swing waltz rhythms. Launch into chord inversions to expand 
your chordal vocabulary and develop your abilty to play “up the neck.”

LEAD GUITAR – DJANGO-STYLE (Greg Ruby)
Add Django’s fire into your playing! This class will focus on the key elements 
to effective lead guitar playing in the exciting hot jazz guitar style of Django 
Reinhardt. Using repertoire common to the genre, the class will investigate 
melody interpretation, improvising, better tone through right-hand tech-
nique, stylistic nuance, ‘Django licks’ and chordal leads.

BEGINNING CELTIC GUITAR (Tony McManus)
I have found some really beautiful tunes over the years that make ideal 
entry-level guitar pieces. Come and explore airs, strathspeys, marches etc. 
We’ll cover some basic ideas in DADGAD and dropped-D tunings – basic 
enough that they can be used by those who first picked up a guitar two weeks 
ago, but useful enough to make some beautiful arrangements.

CELTIC FINGERSTYLE GUITAR B (Tony McManus)
We’ll look at the meaning of the term ‘Celtic Music’ and how the guitar 
fits into it. We’ll explore music from Scotland, Ireland, Spain, Brittany, 
the different rhythms and grooves in these tunes and look at some altered 
tunings (DADGAD, CGCGCD, DAAEAE) as well as standard to make 
these tunes come alive for fingerstyle guitar.

CELTIC FLATPICKING B (Tony McManus)
Advanced intermediate players who already have some flatpicking facility 
will find some techniques to make jigs and reels work in this style of guitar. 
How does ‘Celtic’ flatpicking differ from bluegrass? What rhythms are typical 
to Celtic music? We’ll look at jigs/reels/ slip jigs etc. What ornaments can we 
steal from, for example, fiddle technique to make the guitar more idiomatic? 
How might we accompany jigs and reels? Come to this class and find out!

SLIDE GUITAR 101 (David Jacobs-Strain)
In this hands-on class we’ll start with the fundamentals of slide guitar play-
ing: creating a musical tone, developing accurate intonation, and exploring 
right-hand techniques that can make the slide come alive. The slide can be 
an incredible tool for emotional expression, and we’ll build our foundation 
on both mechanics and feel. We’ll dig into a few of the classic blues archetypes 
as the week progresses, using a call-and-response approach to train our ears 
as well as our hands. No prior experience with the slide or alternate tunings 
is necessary. If you’ve wondered where to begin with the slide or how to go 
from buzzes and clanks to a sound that really sings, this class is for you!

INTRO TO MUSIC RECORDING 
& PRODUCTION (David Jacobs-Strain)
In this hands-on class we’ll make individual and collaborative recordings, 
and study the fundamental concepts of audio engineering and music produc-
tion. We’ll take a technical, musical, and social overview of record-making; 
no previous engineering experience is required, but students are encouraged 
to bring a song to share with the group. Our goal is to support each other’s 

creativity, while experimenting with microphone selection, signal processing, 
and musical arrangements. It can be especially fun to record a song with 
Swannanoa mates that you may only see once a year!

BEYOND THE BLUES (David Jacobs-Strain)
This class for intermediate/ advanced players will examine the blues as a 
way of emoting and will dig deep into both right- and left-hand techniques 
and concepts. Going beyond the basic alternate tunings we’ll use a range of 
slide guitar and percussive right-hand ideas to stretch out what the blues 
can be. In this class, we’ll be exploring more complete songs and covering 
more advanced exercises than in the slide  class. This class is very much 
hands-on; expect to learn new ideas and form solid habits by playing for 
much of each class
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1. Stop and think about what classes you wish to take. Do you really want to take a class in every period? Although our ‘open format’ allows students to take as many 
classes as the schedule will allow, many students find that two or perhaps three classes give them plenty to work on, and use the free periods for practice. Remember, 
also, that class size is limited to 15 unless indicated otherwise in the course descriptions, so out of consideration for others, “take all you want, but want all you take.”
2. You may register online by visiting our website and clicking on the ‘Register’ link. This is the fastest way to register, and since many of our classes fill up in a 
relatively short period of time, we recommend this method as giving you the best chance to get into the classes you want. Online registration goes live at 5pm, EST 
on Friday, March 9.
3. If you choose to use the print registration form, find the schedule for your week printed elsewhere in this catalog.
4. Referring to the schedule to avoid time conflicts, make your class selections and write them in the spaces provided under ‘Class Choices’ on the Registration form.
5. In the event that one or more of the classes you select are full, you may select Alternate classes, again using the schedule to avoid conflicts, and write them in the ‘Alternate’ 
spaces on the form. If you list Alternates for classes that are full, we will process your registration assigning you to your Alternate choices.
6. If one or more of your class selections is full, and you wish to have no Alternates, check the box indicated and we will notify you of the situation and await your 
instructions before we process your registration.
7. Cut out or photocopy the completed form, attach your payment (please note that we can only take credit card payments online), and mail it to us at the address 
indicated. When your registration is processed, you will be notified of the amount received, any balance due, and the classes for which you are registered. Registrants 
will receive an information packet later in the spring. Classes will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis. If you wish to make changes in your class choices, 
please notify us immediately. Once a program week begins, students may switch after the first class meeting into another open class if they find they have made an 
inappropriate choice. The add/drop period ends at 6pm on Monday of each program week. After this ‘settling-in’ period, we expect students to remain in those classes, 
and we discourage dropping in and out of classes during the week.

c
Tuition is $555 per week. This includes a deposit of $100 which is required for each week’s registration. Full payment is required by June 1 to guarantee your class 
choices. After that date, your class reservations will be unconfirmed until we receive your balance. If we are holding a space for you in a class that is full, and your 
balance is unpaid after June 1, we may release that space to another student. There is no deadline for class registrations. Registrations after June 1 for any remaining 
spaces must be accompanied by full payment. Payment in US dollars only, please. No foreign checks. Some classes may require materials- or other fees as specified in 
the course descriptions and can be paid directly to the instructor upon arrival. Tuition for the Children’s Program for ages 6-12 during Traditional Song, Celtic, and 
Old-Time Weeks, is $180 per child per week (includes evening childcare), with a $25 deposit required. The Children’s Program also has an additional materials fee of 
$30 payable to the coordinator on arrival. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions, please.
Housing is $435 per week, and includes double occupancy accommodations for six nights, supper on Sunday, three buffet-style meals a day at the Gladfelter Student 
Center, and breakfast on Saturday at the end of the week. A limited number of single rooms are available at an additional fee of $175 for a total housing fee of $610. 
The college is catered by Sodexo (828-298-1041), and low-sodium and vegetarian meals are available. Adults staying off-campus may purchase a meal ticket for $152, 
and meal tickets for children 12 and under may be purchased for $114. Meals may also be purchased individually. See the ‘Housing & Meals’ section on page 1 of this 
catalog for our policy regarding children’s housing. Some may find our hilly campus challenging, and students should give reasonable consideration to their ability to 
get around without assistance. Although we help where we can, we don’t have the resources to provide mobility assistance to all that require it. Those with special needs 
should include a detailed, written description of those needs with their registration.
As long as space permits, a non-student living outside the Asheville area may accompany an enrolled student and be housed with them in student dorms for payment 
of the $435 housing fee and an activities fee of $160, which allows admission to all events except classes. There is a $50 deposit required to register as a non-student. 
If possible, full payment with your registration is helpful and appreciated. 

ncnndfnd
The deposits are processing fees credited toward tuition and not student funds held in escrow, and are thus non-refundable and non-transferrable. Should an enrolled 
student need to cancel, we can refund all monies received other than the deposits, if notified four weeks before the student’s program begins. No refunds other than the 
cost of meals ($152 for adults, $114 for children) can be made for cancellations within four weeks of the student’s program week.
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The Swannanoa Gathering
Warren Wilson College 
PO Box 9000
Asheville, NC  28815-9000

Phone/Fax: 828-298-3434
Email: gathering@warren-wilson.edu
Website: www.swangathering.com

  

For information on admission to Warren Wilson College, 
contact: admit@warren-wilson.edu or 1-800-934-3536

PLEASE PRINT!

Name________________________________________________ Sex_____

Address_______________________________________________________

City__________________ State/Prov._______ Zip/Post Code____________

Country (if outside US) __________________________________________

Primary Phone____________________  Secondary  Phone____________________ 
Email_________________________________________________________
Emergency contact (name & phone number): 
______________________________________________________________

o  I prefer future communication by email only. 
o  I will be bringing a vehicle (no motor homes please). 
o  I am eligible for a special parking permit due to mobility impairment 

NOTE: All attendees receive a list, with the home city, state and email (not phone), of 
program participants so that they might pursue friendships made at the Gathering. If 
you would prefer NOT  to be included on this list, please check this box: o 

Please initial here to indicate that you have read and understand our policy on 
Cancellations and Refunds printed on pages 2 and 56:  ___________



I would like to register for:

o  Traditional Song Week, July 1-7
o   Celtic Week, July 8-14
o   Old-Time Music & Dance Week, July 15-21
o   Guitar Week, July 22-28
o   Contemporary Folk Week, July 22-28
o   Fiddle Week, July 29-August 4
o   Mando & Banjo Week, July 29-August 4
o   I am a non-student accompanying the following registered student: 
(student’s name)__________________________________________

CLASS CHOICES: 
Period 1.______________________________________________________
Period 2.______________________________________________________
Period 3.______________________________________________________
Period 4 .(if applicable) ___________________________________________
o  No Alternates. Please notify me of full classes before processing my 
registration.

ALTERNATES:
Period 1.______________________________________________________
Period 2.______________________________________________________
Period 3.______________________________________________________
Period 4 .(if applicable) ___________________________________________

n

o  I will require housing/meals.    o  I will require a meal ticket only.
I prefer to room with (name): _________________________________________.
o  I prefer a single room, if available (additional fee of $175)
o  I have special medical needs (please attach description) 
 
My age: 
List age if under 21 _______    o 21-30   o 31-45   o 46-65   o over 65 
 
I am a   o smoker   o non-smoker   o early bird   o night owl   
 
I am registering (#)______ children in the Children’s Program (for ages 6-12)
(NOTE: programs for children in Traditional Song, Celtic & Old-Time weeks only)  
Children’s names & ages  _____________________________________________ 
 
I am bringing (#)________ additional children under the age of 12 not enrolled in the 
Children’s Program. 
Children’s names & ages  _____________________________________________ 
 
I’m arriving by air; sign me up for the airport shuttle at  o  noon o 3pm o 5pm 
My flight #s, arrival & departure times are: ________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 



Amount previously paid: (deposit, etc.)       $________ 

Tuition - $555 per week (required deposit $100):          $________ 
Housing/meals  - $435 (double occupancy, no deposit required):      $________ 
Housing/meals  - $610 (single room, no deposit required):      $________ 
Non-student Activity Fee - $160 per week (required deposit  $50):     $________ 
Children’s Program total - $180 per week (required deposit $25):      $________ 
Meal ticket only - $152 adult; $114 per child per week:       $________ 
Other amount for __________________________:           $________ 
Tax-free donations to The Swannanoa Gathering (see pg. 2): 

o  Doug & Darcy Orr Endowment   o  Youth Scholarship Endowment  $________

o  Greatest Needs Fund   TOTAL enclosed                $________ 
 
o   I am paying by Check (preferred) #: _________,  or Money Order.  

NOTE: We can no longer take credit card payments through the mail or by phone. If 
you wish to register with a credit card, please visit the “Register” page at our website: 
www.swangathering.com. If you have already registered and wish to make an 
additional credit card payment, contact our office at: gathering@warren-wilson.edu 

Tuition is $555 per week. Housing with meals is $435 per week. Non-students 
accompanying students pay the Housing fee and a $160 Activities Fee. The deposits 
are required for registration and are non-refundable and non-transferable. 
Full payment required by June 1 to guarantee class choices. No deadline for 
registrations. Registrations after June 1 for any remaining spaces must be accompanied 
by full payment. Children’s Program is $180 per child per week. Please make checks 
payable to: “The Swannanoa Gathering”, and mail with this form to:




